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INDUSTRIAL LABELING SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES
INDUSTRY-LEADING LABEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Boston, MA -- June 13, 2000 – Industrial Labeling Systems, a provider of complete solutions to

product identification and information tracking needs for industry and commerce, today announced

LabelGenie™, it’s turnkey label management. The announcement was made concurrent with the

NEPCON East 2000 conference.

“Manufacturers are looking for ways to simplify the development, management and production of

labels,” said Serhat Kotak, Vice President of Sales, Marketing and Technical Services for Industrial

Labeling Systems (ILS). “LabelGenie integrates with the leading label development software such as

CodeSoft, Sentinel and Loftware to simplify the management and distribution of the many types of

labels required for products today. The LabelGenie Production Module is as easy to use as an ATM,

reducing training time on the production floor, and minimizing product identification errors.”

LabelGenie is available in three configurations, each matched to a specific set of user requirements.

The standalone version, which runs on virtually any current PC, combines the Management Module

and the Production Module in one package, delivered right to the production floor. Once developed

using any of the most popular label development software packages, label designs can be added to the

label menu in the Management Module, and made available via a simple menu system. Label

development, management, and deployment is controlled via a consistent set of security procedures

both to control access and to eliminate errors.

LabelGenie/Pro adds key features to the standalone system. Model and serial number validation,

tracking and reporting, automated data input via wired or wireless scanners and compliance checking

are all features of LabelGenie/Pro.
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LabelGenie/Enterprise extends the full set of LabelGenie management and production features to the

corporate network. Labels developed in the engineering or corporate compliance department can be

deployed to production stations anywhere in the network. Labels designed in Santa Clara are fully

managed at the corporate level and available to be printed in Galway, Taiwan or Singapore, all with

full control by the responsible individual. You can print labels both, directly from your Enterprise

Resource Planning (ERP) package, and in a more controlled environment LabelGenie Production

Module provides.

LabelGenie pricing starts at $495 for the stand-alone version and is available immediately.

About Industrial Labeling Systems, Corporation.

Industrial Labeling Systems, headquartered in Chelmsford, MA, is a complete solutions provider for

all types of identification, tracking, and managing of product and asset information. ILS supplies

stock labels and ribbons from leading manufacturers as well as providing custom labels and materials

to meet especially demanding requirements. Among the company’s Best-In-Class business partners

are Brady Corporation and Symbol Technologies. ILS supplies complete, fully integrated systems for

wired and wireless product identification and tracking, printers, print/apply systems, and fixed and



handheld scanners. It is a full service supplier, offering end-to-end product service and training,

complete turnkey WIP systems and integration with popular ERP software


